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Succession 



A habitat is this.



the natural home or 

environment of an 

organism 



What is Extinction? 



The complete 
disappearance of a 

species.



This can be the 
cause of habitat 

destruction.



Clear cutting 
forests



Plants have a difficult 
time growing after 

this occurs.



Desertification



This can be a result of 
habitat destruction.



Extinction.



What gas do trees 
produce 



Oxygen



What gas do trees 
need?



CO2 Carbon Dioxide



The top parts of trees 
form this in a forest.



The Canopy



Trees help to prevent 
this type of erosion.



What is soil erosion?



Trees need protection 
from this.



Pests and or Disease



Something that 
changes the stage of 
forest succession is 

called a 
__________.



What is 
disturbance?



What occurs in the 
primary stage of 

succession?



Small plants and 
perennials take 

control.



How many years 
might a primary stage 

of succession take?



0-20 years



What is the last 
type of forest called 
in succession stage 

3?



A climax 
community.



After how many 
years might 

deciduous trees 
need in forest 
succession?



50+



What is a major 
cause of habitat 

destruction? 



Agriculture.



What are the two 
names for exotic and 

new species 
introduced into an 

environment?



non-native/invasive 
species



How does someone 
do sustainable 

forestry?



Replace the trees 
that are cut down.



What is a benefit to 
sustainable forestry?



Harvest in the 
future.



In a forest, what else 
is positively affected 

by sustainable 
forestry? 



Water/aquatic 
organisms



 The layer next to the 
outer bark is called 
the inner bark or 

this_____ & acts as a 
food supply line from 
the leaves to the rest 

of the tree



Phloem



The outer layer of the 
trunk (and branches)



Bark or Outer Bark



This is between the 
phloem and the 

sapwood



Cambium



This is next to the 
cambium and outside 

of the heartwood 



Sapwood/Xylem



Most of the trunk 
and the middle of 

the tree.



What is 
Heartwood?



ecosystems where several 
habitats meet. They include 
the geography and climate 
conditions of communities 
of plants, animals, and soil 

organisms.



What are biomes



This is protect the 
tree from injury 

and disease.



Bark



 Sap (water containing 
dissolved sugars and 

nutrients) travels down 
from the leaves 

through channels in 
this



Phloem



This is made of the 
youngest layers of 

wood.



Sapwood



How do you find 
the age of a tree 

using a tree cookie?



count the rings in 
the tree





I did great... 
WOW!!!



What will I say 
after I take the 

quiz?


